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Abstract

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) consist of sparse, noisy, incomplete, heterogeneous and
unevenly sampled clinical data of patients. They include physiological signals, lab test
results, procedural events, clinical notes. Such data can be treated as a temporal stream of
events of varied types occurring at irregularly spaced time points. We focus on modeling
the temporal dependencies that arise due to the types, timings, and values of different
events in such data. We model the event streams, including vital signs, laboratory results
contained in two different datasets (MIMIC III — Medical Information Mart for Intensive
Care clinical database — and data extracted from EHRs of patients in a tertiary pediatric
intensive care unit) using a piecewise-constant conditional intensity model (PCIM), a type
of marked point process. Our experiments capture meaningful temporal dependencies and
show improvement in hospital mortality prediction over traditional ICU scoring systems.

1. Introduction

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) contain detailed records of patients symptoms, demo-
graphics, outcomes, and other encounter information. In this paper, we concentrate on
records from stays in intensive care units (ICUs), because they provide an intense, well
monitored, and (relatively) short duration episodes. These attributes allow for the collec-
tion of large number of patient trajectories with definite outcomes. We expect many of the
modeling lessons learned in this setting to be transferable to other areas of patients’ medical
records.

We view the EHR data of a patient as a timeline of events happening throughout the
patient’s stay in the ICU, where an event for an individual patient is a new measurement
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of a particular physiological variable, a new lab test, a dosage of a particular drug, or a
procedure performed, started, or stopped. The measurements associated with such events
are indicative of patient states and the subject of constant monitoring from clinicians. But,
the temporal dynamics of the stream of events carry extra information for event forecasting
and understanding severity of illness. For example, abnormal values for blood pressure
could indicate critical states of a patient, but a higher measurement rate could also indicate
high degree of urgency. Higher values of a certain physiological variable could instigate the
clinicians to order a particular lab test. High values of that lab result could result in ordering
of a related lab result, or initiate the dosage of a particular drug. These complex temporal
dependencies that arise due to time, value, and types of different events throughout the
timeline of a patient’s stay in an ICU could be vital in understanding the temporal dynamics
of the patient’s state(e.g. severity of illness). These sort of data are not missing-at-random
(or, more accurately, “measured-at-random”).

One challenge in modeling medical data is the irregular arrival of different events. Not
only are the temporal patterns of measurements indicative of the patients’ conditions, but
those patterns do not correspond to regular sampling intervals and are dependent on the pre-
vious history. Therefore, in this paper we model the timing information in the continuous-
time domain. As a result, no fixed sampling rate had to be chosen. Also, the heterogeneous
nature of the data requires a model that can capture temporal dependencies between events
of varied types. These properties of the complex EHR data stream has led to our choice
of using a non-Markovian marked point process model named PCIM (Gunawardana et al.,
2011).

Our general goal is to explore how modeling the temporal dynamics of the raw EHR
data stream in continuous time domain could facilitate certain critical decision making tasks
performed in an ICU. To achieve that goal, we have performed mortality prediction in the
ICU using the first 24 hours of ICU data from two different datasets, including the publicly
available MIMIC-III database (Johnson et al., 2016).

Severity of Illness (SOI) assessment and mortality modeling is a broad area of research in
health informatics. SOI and mortality scores are used to predict patient outcome and often
used as the principal measures of quality-of-care comparison among ICUs and stratification
for clinical trials. Scoring systems like SAPS-I (Simplified Acute Physiology Score) (Le Gall
et al., 1984), SAPS-II (Le Gall et al., 1993), PIM2 (Pediatric Index of Mortality) (Slater
et al., 2003), and PRISM3 (Pollack et al., 1996) are the accepted current practices in
ICU acuity scoring, but are based on static snapshots of certain clinical variables over a
patient’s stay in the ICU and ignore the rapidly evolving temporal dynamics of the clinical
variables. Several works in the literature have focused on boosting the predictive power of
such scoring systems using rich clinical information present in an EHR such as, clinical notes
(Ghassemi et al., 2014; Lehman et al., 2012). While the temporal dynamics of the topics
derived from the notes using traditional topic modeling techniques are useful (Jo et al.,
2015; Ghassemi et al., 2015) for patient risk assessment, the temporal information present
in patient trajectories of raw vital signs or lab measurements has not been extensively
studied. We conclude that temporal modeling of clinical variables including vital signs and
lab tests can complement the standard scoring systems and improve mortality prediction
performance.

In this paper we make the following contributions.
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• We model the temporal dependency in streams of measurement data using piecewise-
constant conditional intensity models (PCIMs).
• For modeling the measurement values we extend the PCIM model to allow marks that

contain continuous-values, in addition to the discrete-valued labels.
• From the learned models, we assign a risk score to each patient trajectory with vital

signs and lab tests and use it as a mortality predictor.

2. Methods

As the data are irregularly sampled, we modeled the timings of the measurements in the
continuous-time domain. We discuss the marked point process models used in the next
subsection.

Outside of health care, temporal event sequences has been studied in other areas includ-
ing genetics (Friedman et al., 2000), data center management (Oliner and Stearley, 2007),
neuroscience (Truccolo et al., 2005), and web search query logs. Event streams can be mod-
eled in either discrete or continuous time. Discrete time approaches, such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) (Rabiner, 1989; Leonard E. Baum, 1966) and Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBNs) (Dean and Kanazawa, 1988), require discretizing event times to a fixed sampling
rate. The irregular sampling property of the EHR data makes the discrete approach less
appealing. Recent approaches in modeling continuous time processes include Continuous
Time Bayesian Networks (CTBNs) (Nodelman et al., 2002), Continuous Time Noisy-Or
(CT-NOR) (Simma et al., 2012), Poisson Cascades (Simma and Jordan, 2012), Poisson
Networks (Rajaram et al., 2005; Truccolo et al., 2005), and piecewise-constant conditional
intensity models (PCIMs) (Gunawardana et al., 2011). We chose the last, PCIM, which is
a class of marked point process, due to its flexible representation of the rate function as a
decision tree. This promotes an interpretable and concise representation of the temporal
dependencies.

2.1 Piecewise-Constant Conditional Intensity Model

Assume events are drawn from a finite label set L, representing the different event types.
An event can then be represented by a pair: a time stamp t and a label l ∈ L. An event
sequence x is {(ti, li)}ni=1, where 0 < t1 < . . . < tn. We use hi = {(tj , lj)|(tj , lj) ∈ x, tj < ti)}
for the history of event i. Let t(y) for an event sequence y be the time of the last event in
y, such that t(hi) = ti−1.

A conditional intensity function λ(t|x) associated with a temporal point process is the
expected instantaneous rate at which events are expected to occur at time t given the history
before t. A conditional intensity model (CIM) is a set of such non-negative conditional
intensity functions indexed by the labels {λl(t|x, θ)}l∈L. The likelihood of event sequence
x can then be written as

p(x|θ) =
∏
l∈L

n∏
i=1

λl(ti|hi; θ)1l(li)e−Λl(ti|hi;θ), (1)
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where Λl(t|h; θ) =
∫ t
t(h) λl(τ |h; θ)dτ . If l′ = l, the indicator function 1l(l

′) is one, and it

is zero otherwise. λl(t|h; θ) is the expected rate of event l at time t given h and model
parameters θ. As it is conditional on the entire history, the process is non-Markovian.

A PCIM is a class of CIM where the conditional intensity function is a piecewise-constant
function of time for any history. For each label l, a local structure Sl specifies regions in the
timeline, where the conditional intensity function is constant and local parameters for each
label θl represent the values of the intensity function in those regions. Formally, PCIMs
are composed of local structures Sl = (Σl, σl(t, x)) and local parameters θl = {λls}s∈Σl ,
where Σl denotes the set of states where the conditional intensity function is constant, λls
are non-negative constants representing the intensities in those states, and σl is a piecewise
constant state function in time that maps a time and a history to Σl. In a PCIM, the state
function for each label, σl, is represented using a decision tree where the states s ∈ Σl are
the leaves and the internal nodes are binary test functions, formally defined as basis state
functions (Gunawardana et al., 2011). They map a time t and a history h to a subtree.
If the test functions are picked to be piecewise-constant functions of time for any event
history, the intensity function λl(t|h) = λls, where s = σl(t, h) becomes piecewise-constant
as well. The resulting likelihood of the event sequence x can then be written as

p(x|S, θ) =
∏
l∈L

∏
s∈Σl

λ
cls(x)
ls e−λlsdls(x) , (2)

where S = {Sl}l∈L, θ = {θl}l∈L. c and d are the sufficient statistics for likelihood calculation.
cls(x) is the total number of events of label l occurring in x that map to state s, and dls(x)
is the total duration when the trajectory for l is mapped to s. An example of a PCIM
model is given in Figure 1.

The basis state functions or the test functions need to be carefully chosen to control the
capacity of the resulting model. One of the approaches is to index the functions based on
predefined time windows and thresholds. Some examples are

• Is the time of day between 6am and 9am?
• Is the number of events with the label B in the past half an hour greater than a

threshold?
• Was the most recent event of label A?

The piecewise-constant assumption allow for efficient inference and learning of the
model. Gunawardana et al. (2011) showed that the marginal likelihood of an event se-
quence, x, can be computed in closed form given the structure S using a product of gamma
distributions as a conjugate prior for θ. For learning the decision trees greedily, imposing
a structural prior allows a closed form Bayesian score to be computed. Given a structure,
the rates associated with the states (leaves) can be selected using maximum a posteriori or
maximum likelihood estimation.

2.2 Extending PCIM

In the previous sections, we have represented an event sequence as a sequence of pairs,
where each pair consists of the time stamp and label representing the time and type of a
particular event. For EHR data, we take the label to be the type of measurement (pulse, for
example). However, these events also have associated values (the heart rate measurement,
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A in [t-2,t-1)

Yes
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(s=A3)
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B in [t-1,t)
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rate=0.01
(s=B1)

Yes

rate=5.0
(s=B2)

No

rate=0.2
(s=B3)

Yes

rate=0.01
(s=B4)

No

t 0 1 2 3

events A A B A

σA A3 A2 A1 A3 A1 A2

σB B4 B3 B2 B3

Figure 1: Top: Example decision trees representing a PCIM for two labels A and B. From
Gunawardana et al. (2011). Bottom: Example trajectory and the corresponding piecewise-
constant assignment of time to states (leaves of the PCIMs).

for example). In this paper, we have focused only on events with numerical values. However,
we expect our modeling lessons to be transferable to other forms of event data including
clinical notes which can be represented in numerical format, such as topic proportions.

Incorporating the values, an event is now a triple: a time stamp t, a label l ∈ L and the
value of the event v ∈ R. The notation for an event sequence x then becomes {(ti, li, vi)}ni=1,
where 0 < t1 < . . . < tn. We have extended the original PCIM model to model the values

in each state s ∈ Σl. We impose a Gaussian distribution 1
σls
√

2π
e
− 1

2σ2
ls

(v−µls)2
on the value

v associated with an event from a particular state s, represented by a leaf in the decision
tree. The parameter set θl is now {λls, µls, σls}s∈Σl , and, after incorporating the product of
Gaussians with the product of the exponential distributions in Equation 3, the likelihood
is

p(x|Sl, θl) =
∏
s∈Σl

Λlsλ
cls(x)
ls e−λlsdls(x) , (3)

where

Λls =

(
1

σls
√

2π

)cls(x)

e
− 1

2σ2
ls

(uls(x)−2µlsmls(x)+µ2lscls(x))
. (4)

Here, uls(x) =
∑

v←s v
2, mls(x) =

∑
v←s v are the sufficient statistics where v ← s indicates

that v is the value of an event of the portion of x that has been mapped to state s. We add a
normal-gamma distribution as the (independent) prior over each µls-σls pair of parameters
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to allow for closed-form Bayesian scores for structure learning via the greedy tree-growing
algorithm.

3. Cohorts

Mortality modeling is often performed among heterogeneous population of patients to com-
pare quality of care between different ICUs. To demonstrate the generality of our proposed
modeling approach, we focus on two different cohorts, a cohort of pediatric patients in a
tertiary PICU and a cohort of adult patients.

3.1 Cohort 1

We used data from the EHR archive of PICU at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, which
consists of 11684 patient episodes, collected over a period of 10 years. It includes demo-
graphics, outcomes, PIM2 and PRISM3 scores, and times and value for measurements of
vital signs, interventions, drugs, and lab tests.

3.2 Cohort 2

We also conducted our experiments on the publicly available MIMIC-III database which
integrates de-identified clinical data of patients admitted to the Beth Israel Deaconess Med-
ical Center in Boston between 2001 and 2012. We removed patients younger than 18 years
old to focus on adult patients in an ICU. The dataset includes vital signs, laboratory results,
medications, charted observations, clinical notes.

4. Experiments

To show the effectiveness of our proposed temporal dependency modeling approach, we
conducted experiments to predict in-hospital mortality based on the first 24 hours of clinical
data for both the cohorts. The pre-processing step involves aggregating multiple related
variables and normalization. Next, using a hold-out validation set, we select the final set
of variables to be included in the PCIM models, based on the univarite performance of
each variable. Critical components of the models such as the basis state functions were also
chosen using the validation set. Next, we learned two separate sets of PCIM models on the
training set for the two classes of patients: patients who died in hospital and those who
survived. Finally, we obtain a severity of illness score from the two sets of models using the
log-odds ratio and use this score as a mortality predictor. Details for each of the steps in
our experimental process are explained in the following subsections.

4.1 Data Pre-Processing and Experimental Setup

For both datasets, some of the most commonly used clinical variables used in ICU scoring
systems (PRISM3, SAPS-I, SAPS-II) were used to compose the primary sets of variables
to perform our experiments. For the MIMIC-III dataset, we aggregated multiple related
variables into one using a publicly available codebase1. The same codebase was also used

1. https://github.com/MIT-LCP/mimic-code
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number of measurements of variable X in past t hours is ≥ τ
number of measurements of variable X in past t hours with value ≥ τ ′ is ≥ τ
current time t is within a particular interval within the day

Table 1: Binary Tests for learning PCIM. X denotes any measurement variable and τ and
τ ′ are each one of a set of thresholds.

to extract patient mortality outcomes, SAPS-I, SAPS-II score, and measurements for the
first 24 hours. The CHLA data were similarly mapped.

For the cohort of pediatric patients, we normalized the values of age-dependent vari-
ables, such as heart rate, dividing by the median value among healthy children of the
same age range and sex, according to published tables (Fleming et al., 2011). Then, we
performed z-score normalization for all variables and removed data falling outside of ±4
standard deviations from the mean of each variable. For adult patients there is relatively
low variability on variables across different age groups and therefore we performed only
z-score normalization.

The two class labels are “death” and “survival.” We take the former to be the positive
class. For both datasets, we randomly perform a (65-15-20) training-validation-test split.
The validation set was used for hyper-parameter tuning and selection of the set of binary
tests (both type and parameters). In order to make comparisons with PIM2 and PRISM3,
we ran our final experiments for Cohort 1 on patient episodes with both PIM2 and PRISM3
scores reported in the dataset (PRISM3 scores of 0 were dropped). This resulted in a final
dataset containing 4601 patient episodes (mortality rate 6.2%). Constructing only the test
set with patient episodes having both scores reported would have introduced bias. For
MIMIC-III, the final dataset included 34971 patient episodes corresponding to the first ICU
and hospital stay of the patient (in hospital mortality rate 11.67%).

4.2 Choice of Binary Tests

The base binary tests available for internal nodes for the PCIM are listed in Table 1. The
tests for checking whether the total number of measurements within some time interval
is greater than a particular threshold (τ) is to allow the model to capture the burstiness
in measurements of certain vital signs and lab tests. These tests allow modeling of self-
excitation (burstiness) and self-suppression. We also introduce a test to check whether the
number of measurements with value ≥ τ ′ is greater than a particular threshold (τ) within a
particular time interval. This allows the rate of subsequent events to depend on the values
of previous events (e.g. measurements with extreme values of a particular variable causing
more events of the same or a different variable in near future).

The full bank of binary tests are chosen by selecting the parameters from pre-determined
sets of values. In particular, “past t hours” uses t ∈ {1/60, 1/12, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 24}; “value≥ τ ′”
uses τ ′ ∈ {−3.0,−2.5,−2,−1.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.0}×std. dev.+mean; “number of measurements
≥ τ” uses τ ∈ {0, 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50}; and “current time is within a particular interval of the
day” uses range of one of “within δt minutes of the top of the hour,” where δt ∈ {1, 2, 5, 15}
or within the first t hours of the day where t ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 24}.
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4.3 Severity of Illness Score computation

Denote the set of models learned for the “died” class as Mdeath and the set for the “survive”
class as Msurvive. Both sets include PCIM models learned on the measurement timings and
values of the selected variables. We score patient with event sequence x with the log-odds:
log p(Mdeath|x)

p(Msurvive|x) and directly use it as a mortality predictor.

4.4 Full Severity Score

We use a support vector machine (SVM) as the final classifier using the computed severity
of illness score (as above) and other features (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For MIMIC-III, the
static features include age, minimum GCS, minimum PaO2/FiO2 ratio for the ventilated
patients, comorbidity, and urine output in the first 24 hours. For Cohort 1, we used PIM2
score as a feature. For experiments with both vital and lab measurements, we use the log-
odds as a feature separately for each set of measurements. While each PCIM tree models
the rate for one particular variable, the binary tests in the tree can look at all available
variables (both vitals and labs) to capture the temporal dependencies with other variables.

To solve the problem of large class imbalance, we randomly re-sample instances from the
minority class (’death’) to preserve a 70-30 ratio between the two classes. However, test set
distribution was not modified. A 5-fold cross validation with grid search on the training set
is used to select the kernel function (linear/RBF) and tune C and the kernel parameters.

4.5 Baselines

For evaluating the predictive performance of our approach, we compare with PIM2 and
PRISM3 scores for cohort 1, and SAPS-I and SAPS-II scores for cohort 2.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present a comparative evaluation of our method with the standard ICU
scoring systems. Statistical significance of the difference between the ROC curves presented
was measured using MedCalc statistical software2 (DeLong et al., 1988).

Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of ROC curves for PIM2, PRISM3, and SOI scores
computed from PCIM models. SOI scores computed from the learned PCIM models out-
perform standard scoring system baselines, PIM2 and PRISM3 (p(PCIM ∼ PRISM3) <
0.024 and p(PCIM ∼ PIM2) = 0.146). The reason for relatively higher p-values is highly
likely to be caused by the small test set size of Cohort 1. PCIM models do not directly
incorporate information, such as admission baseline features which capture how ill a child
was at the time of admission. PIM2 is largely based on such features calculated within two
hours of admission and outperforms PRISM3 in our experiments on the holdout testset.
Best performance is achieved when PIM2 is combined with the SOI score obtained from the
PCIM models by adding PIM2 as an extra feature to the SVM.

ROC curves for SAPS-I, SAPS-II, and SOI scores computed from PCIM models on the
MIMIC-III dataset are presented in Figure 2(b). Similar to Cohort 1, pre-admission and in-
ICU information, such as ventilation and comorbidity were not directly incorporated in the

2. https://www.medcalc.org
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Figure 2: Comparison of all methods for in hospital mortality prediction
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Figure 3: Comparison of all methods for the scoring of labs and vitals variables in MIMIC-III
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PCIM models. When added to our method (again, as features to the SVM), we outperform
both SAPS-I and SAPS-II with statistical significance (AUROC difference has p < 0.0001).

For MIMIC-III, Figure 3 shows the ROC curves using only labs or only vital signs. Scores
computed from the four vital variables significantly outperform (AUROC, p < 0.0001) the
isolated vitals scores of both SAPS-I and SAPS-II, computed using certain ranges of values,
Figure 3(b). The area under the ROC curve difference computed only using the lab variables
is similarly statistically significant (p(PCIM ∼ SAPS-I) < 0.0001 and p(PCIM ∼ SAPS-II)
= 0.0001), Figure 3(a).

6. Differences with existing Recurrent Neural Network based Methods

While existing RNN based approaches (Lipton et al., 2015; Aczon et al., 2017; Harutyunyan
et al., 2017; Lipton et al., 2016; Che et al., 2016) can strongly capture the temporal trend
of the values of the variables, our proposed methodology is also taking into account the
intensity of different events by directly modeling the generation of a new event of a particular
type with respect to previous events’ values, timings, and types. One particular advantage to
directly model the event generation process in continuous time domain is to avoid discrete
window based aggregation and any form of data imputation. Discrete time approaches
usually assume the data are “missing at random,” which does not always hold for irregularly
sampled data. Also, this leads to reduced variability of more frequently measured signals.
Imputing normal values for missing data results in loss of distinction between a truly normal
and missing measurement. Also, forward and back filling imputation strategies discard
information about the timings of the measurements. Another advantage of our method is the
model interpretability, added flexibility of model selection through the choice of basis state
functions, and applicability in small to intermediate datasets, where neural network based
methods might be an overkill and prone to overfitting. We would like to explore connections
between Recurrent Neural Networks and conditional intensity functions of marked point
process (Xiao et al., 2017; Du et al., 2016) in our future works to extract the advantages of
both methods simultaneously.

7. Related Works

Standard ICU scoring systems developed for pediatric (e.g. PIM2, PRISM3) and adult (e.g.
SAPS-I, SAPS-II) ICU units rely on scoring a patient based on a range of values of particular
physiological variables recorded within the first 24 hours, in addition to information such
as pre-ICU procedures, admission category and in-ICU ventilation data. However, they
largely ignore the temporal nature of the data and are often susceptible to missing values.
These scores are good for early detection of severe illness and are excellent benchmarking
tools for determining ICU performance.

Recent work has focused on extracting more meaningful features from sources like clinical
notes, which is ignored in traditional ICU scoring systems. Both Lehman et al. (2012) and
Ghassemi et al. (2014) used non-parametric topic modeling techniques, hierarchical Dirichlet
process and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) respectively, for learning the latent topic
structure of nursing notes, which improves mortality prediction performance over SAPS-I
and SAPS-II. Ghassemi et al. (2015) used multi-task Gaussian process (MTGP) models to
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model irregularly sampled clinical data and new clinical notes for acuity forecasting. Their
approach shows that hyperparameters learned from MTGP models capturing the temporal
change in topic membership of notes recorded for a particular patient can improve mortality
prediction performance, if combined with SAPS-I and latent topic features. Jo et al. (2015)
proposed a model combining LDA and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to capture the
temporal dynamics of underlying patient states from the clinical notes and improve long
term mortality prediction.

Lipton et al. (2015) used Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM-
RNNs) in disease phenotyping. However, they employed a discrete (hourly) time window
based approach and imputed values in missing windows using either forward or back-filling
strategy. In a subsequent work (Lipton et al., 2016), better performance was achieved
using binary indicator variables for the time windows with missing values, however it still
relied upon a window based scheme. Aczon et al. (2017) developed a dynamic mortality
risk prediction model using LSTM-RNNs in pediatric ICU data. They didn’t resample the
data at any fixed sampling rate, however depended upon zero or forward imputation for
the values of variables, which had no recorded value at a particular time-point where at
least one variable was recorded for a particular patient. Che et al. (2016) proposed a model
based on Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) with trainable decays to capture the temporal
structure of the missing values. The AUROC achieved on the MIMIC-III dataset (19714
admission records) with 24 hours of data is 0.78821. The feature set however, consisted of 91
extra variables in addition to the 8 lab variables used separately in one of our experiments,
achieving an AUROC of 0.727. None of these works however, focused on capturing the
intensities of events of varied types and their dependence on previous history across the
timeline of a patient stay.

Marlin et al. (2012) focused on unsupervised learning from time series data collected
from a pediatric ICU. While their approach shows non-uniformities among patients across
different clusters extracted, their approach also employs a discrete time window and ig-
nores measurement timings. Joshi and Szolovits (2012) modeled patient acuity using an
unsupervised learning approach, radial domain folding, which in an organ specific manner,
learns lower dimensional abstractions from routinely generated physiological data. Logistic
regression models trained on the learned RDF layers outperform SAPS-II scoring system
in mortality prediction. Weiss and Page (2013) used a forest-based point process model
(an extension of the PCIM) to predict future onset of myocardial infractions. Based on
the rates learned from event history, rates of future events are forecast. Their approach
shows the strength of continuous time models in medical data, however doesn’t address the
temporal modeling of routinely measured physiological signals. Saria et al. (2010) focused
on a non-parametric Bayesian method for data analysis in continuous time series including
health care data, based on topic models.

8. Conclusion

Our contribution has been to demonstrate the efficacy of directly modeling the continuous-
time temporal dependencies of discrete events recorded in an EHR. Our results indicate
that a severity of illness score computed using our proposed modeling technique improves
the performance of hospital mortality prediction.
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One of the limitations of our approach is the use of a generative model for the task
of classification, using the log-odds calculated from the representative models for the two
class labels, learned separately. However, careful choice of the basis state functions from a
validation set resulted in significant discrimination between learned models of the two classes
and improved prediction performance. Discriminative training might better accentuate the
temporal differences between the two classes. This is left as a future work.

Our method provided one prominent feature for an SVM classifier. We added other
static measurements (age, minimum Glasgow Coma Scale, minimum ratio of partial pressure
arterial oxygen and fraction of inspired oxygen, total urine output, Pa02, and co-morbidity)
as features to the SVM. These could have also been added as possible values for binary tests
in the PCIM model. This, particularly in conjunction with disciminative PCIM training,
might work better as a classifier. We also focused only on nine variables for MIMIC-
III because those are used in SAPS-II. The model might also be improved with an more
expansive variable set. For the Cohort 1 data, we used more variables and saw a larger
improvement. In one case, this was not statistically significant; we expect this is because
of the relatively smaller sample size.
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Appendix: Final Variables

Best motor response (GCS) Best verbal response (GCS)
Glasgow coma scale total Eye opening response(GCS)
Capillary refill rate (sec) Diastolic blood pressure non-invasive (mmHg)
Systolic blood pressure invasive (mmHg) Systolic blood pressure non-invasive (mmHg)
Pulse oximetry percentage Heart rate (bpm)
Respiratory rate (bpm) EtCO2 (mmHg)
Left pupillary response Right pupillary response
Temparature (C)

Table 2: Vital Signs (Cohort 1: CHLA)

ABG Base excess (mEq/L) ABG PCO2 (mmHg)
ABG pH Albumin level (g/dL)
BUN (mg/dL) Bicarbonate serum (mEq/L)
Bilirubin total (mg/dL) CBG PCO2 (mmHg)
CBG pH Calcium ionized (mg/dL)
Calcium total (mg/dL) Chloride (mEq/L)
Glucose (mg/dL) P/F ratio
PT PTT
Platelet count (K/uL) Potassium serum (mEq/L)
Sodium serum (mEq/L) VBG Base excess (mEq/L)
VBG PCO2 (mmHg) VBG pH
White blood cell count (K/uL)

Table 3: Labs (Cohort 1: CHLA)

Bicarbonate BUN
Sodium Potassium
WBC Heart Rate
Respiratory Rate Systolic Blood Pressure
Temperature(C)

Table 4: Labs and Vital Signs (Cohort 2: MIMIC-III)
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